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Students win live design brief from Welsh National Opera  

 

Cardiff and Vale College and New College Swindon students gain real-world experience 

of designing theatre sets for a major opera company. 

Now in its fourth year, Welsh National Opera Design Challenge is an opportunity for 

students to apply their skills and creativity to a set design task set by industry professionals 

working for Welsh National Opera and Cardiff Theatrical Services. 

Students were asked to design a set for the opera Tosca, the entrants were judged on: an 

informed design process; creative interpretation; and technical and staging practicality: a 

basic overview of construction, build and operation has been considered and explained. 

This was the first year where judges actively encouraged submissions using immersive 

technology. 

After an impressive range of entrants, the winners have now been decided: Barbara Green 

and Damian Porucznik from Cardiff and Vale College have won Category 1 (2D Design); and 

Cameron Paulizky-Bowie from New College Swindon has won Category 2 (Immersive 

Technology). 

“This was a fantastic opportunity for me to explore a different aspect of design. I've learnt 

so much about both opera and stage design, as well as experimenting with digital design 

software. I really enjoyed it!” - Barbara Green 

"I really like the challenge of competitive designing a stage in which made it more 

enjoyable to do.” - Damian Porucznik 



“To really feel every part of the set I decided to use augmented reality with the help of 

Vectary… This really helped me immerse myself within the opera and helped me draw in 

the 1800s beauty and the experience I have gained through designing this set is something 

that I will be able to take with me. I had produced designs in various settings before but 

starting my set designing with such an iconic opera was incredibly enriching and 

rewarding.” - Cameron Paulizky-Bowie 

The winners were awarded a framed print of the original Tosca poster from 1900, and a 

voucher for art supplies. 

The Design Challenge is set exclusively for students in members of the National Skills 

Academy for Creative & Cultural. Applicants can be from any subject discipline and need no 

prior knowledge or experience of set design or theatre. They just need to follow the brief 

and develop a response showing their creative interpretation of a Director’s Vision. Judges 

were industry professionals from Welsh National Opera and Cardiff Theatrical Services, 

including members of the technical and design teams. 

“As industry professionals from Welsh National Opera, we were inspired to see the quality 

of entries submitted for this year’s design challenge. It is a huge credit to the students and 

tutors that our job in finding the winning entries was made particularly difficult this year. In 

a year in which it was extremely hard for everyone in the educational sector they have 

proven that creativity, skill and ability is trying to stream into our industry and can surpass 

all hurdles.  

“The development towards digital presentations was inspiring to see as was the skill 

employed in making physical models and sketches for the presentations. This has been the 

strongest year of entrants and we would like to extend our thanks to everyone who has 

participated.” 

Jan Michaelis, Technical Director, WNO 

“The challenge is a great opportunity for our learners to have a chance to collaborate with 

industry professionals as well as opening them up to different area of design.” 

Liam Stanbury, Dean, Cardiff and Vale College 

“Cameron has achieved a great deal with this competition and has learned so much during 

the process. It has been a pleasure helping him explore the exciting technology of CAD and 

Augmented Reality. Taking on Tosca was an exciting adventure. As a textile course we were 

keen to be involved with this competition from a surface design perspective, broadening 

the students' experience. It was a wonderful opportunity to work across disciplines.” 

Daniel Hazelton, Course Leader for A level Graphic Design & Illustration, Product Design 

(3D), New College Swindon 

Creative & Cultural Skills supports these live briefs as they give students a unique 

opportunity to gain practical experience in the creative sector and to put their skills to the 

test. They remain part of our work to create fair and inclusive opportunities for young 

people within the creative and cultural sectors. 
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Notes for Editors  

Welsh National Opera is Europe’s largest touring company. Annually, WNO gives more than 120 

performances of eight main stage operas to a combined audience of around 150,000 people. It gives 

regular performances in Cardiff (Wales Millennium Centre) and Llandudno (Venue Cymru) in Wales, 

and Bristol (The Bristol Hippodrome), Birmingham (Birmingham Hippodrome), Liverpool (Liverpool 

Empire Theatre), Milton Keynes (Milton Keynes Theatre), Oxford (New Theatre Oxford), Plymouth 

(The Lyric, Theatre Royal Plymouth), and Southampton (Mayflower Theatre) in England. 

Creative & Cultural Skills works to create fair and inclusive opportunities for young people within the 

creative and cultural sectors by raising awareness and shaping skills, education and employment 

best practice.  

We provoke action and enable learning opportunities that drive change and help to build an inclusive 

skilled sector by improving understanding and awareness of the career options across the cultural 

sector; working to remove barriers to entry and progression for young people from underrepresented 

groups and disadvantaged communities; informing and helping the sector respond to changes in the 

technical education system; helping employers see the benefits of an inclusive workforce, in turn 

feeding new talent into the workforce and supporting the sector to continue on a course of economic 

growth and meet diversity ambitions; and advocating and campaigning for systemic and policy 

changes that will improve the opportunities for young people within the sector. For further 

information, please contact: 020 7015 1800 | info@ccskills.org.uk  

mailto:info@ccskills.org.uk

